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Abstract
In both casual conversations and interview settings, people may be required to provide
details of instances that were similar to other experiences. When this happens repeatedly,
consistency across reports is often taken as a proxy for credibility. However, processes of
schema formation and interference due to similarity make recall and accurate source
attribution of details to specific instances challenging. We investigated the accuracy and
consistency of recall in these contexts in a re-analysis of five studies. Confusions of details
were widespread (1) across instances—participants frequently attributed the origin of details
to incorrect instances, but also (2) across repeated retrieval attempts—participants frequently
changed parts of their reports. There was, however, a clear pattern of primacy and recency
effects: recall of the first and final instances was more accurate and consistent than recall of
the middle instances. We discuss potential mechanisms underlying these effects as well as
their practical implications.

Keywords. Repeated events, repeated recall, internal intrusions, source monitoring, recall
consistency, recall accuracy.
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General Audience Summary
People may be asked to recall instances of events that were similar to other
experiences, sometimes on several occasions. Importantly, consistent recall of specific
experiences is difficult, as the similarity of each experience to one another makes it
challenging to distinguish between them. We examined accuracy and consistency of recall of
repeated events in a re-analysis of data from five studies. Repeated events consisted of four
instances (interactive sessions, stories, or word-lists), and participants recalled each instance
on several occasions with increasing delay.
Recall was generally a mix of details that happened during a specific instance and
details that happened during other instances. However, participants were more accurate in
their recall of the first and final instances, and more confused in their recall of the middle
instances. For example, participants would frequently include details that occurred during
Instance 3 in their report of Instance 2. Moreover, such confusions occurred not only across
instances, but also across retrieval attempts: participants were more consistent in their recall
of Instances 1 and 4 than in their recall of Instances 2 and 3. These primacy and recency
effects for accuracy and consistency were stable across delay.
We discuss these findings in relation to processes that are engaged when a person tries
to decide in which instance (i.e., source) specific details occurred. Source decisions are
relatively straightforward regarding details of the first instance: its novelty as the establishing
instance confers unique detail characteristics that guide source decisions. The experience of
the instance that concluded the repeated event may also provide unique detail characteristics
for this instance. Such source monitoring is, however, more difficult, and consequently
erroneous for details of the middle instances, which lack unique characteristics. The result is
low consistency, which should be considered in settings where repeated reports of repeated
events are required.
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Repeated Recall of Repeated Events: Accuracy and Consistency
In casual conversations about shared experiences or in investigative interviews, people
may be required to recall details of several instances of a repeated event (e.g., Kelloway et al.,
2003; Stark, 2012). Shopping, work, or lectures are examples of everyday repeated events
(see Barsalou, 1988; Gioia & Poole, 1984; Neisser, 1988; Renoult et al., 2012); domestic
violence or stalking are examples of repeated criminal offences (Sheridan et al., 2003; Stark,
2012); and industrial accidents are examples of incidents that often occur in the course of
repeated events (Kelloway et al., 2003; MacLean et al., 2013). When people provide memory
reports of single events on multiple occasions, credibility is often judged based on consistency
(i.e., differences between reports are interpreted as indicators of low credibility; Brewer &
Hupfeld, 2004; Cohen, 2001; Fisher et al., 2009; Granhag et al., 2005). Importantly, recall of
instances that are similar to one another involves specific challenges to consistency, due to the
consequences of repeated experiences on memory: If remembering (instances of) repeated
events is difficult, doing so consistently over time is an even tougher challenge.
Memory for Instances of a Repeated Event
Instances of a repeated event share an underlying structure (e.g., language lessons
involve an ordered set of typical exercises) but have limited overlap of details (e.g., the
content of the exercises differs) and vary in contextual aspects (e.g., the presence/absence of
other people). Schemata that emerge after repeated experience facilitate memory
reconstruction of shared aspects of instances (e.g., Bartlett, 1932; Danby et al., 2019; Minsky,
1974; Rumelhart et al., 1986; van Kesteren et al., 2013; Schank, 1999), while accurate
attribution of details that vary across instances depends on unique characteristics that may
provide source links (Johnson et al., 1993; Lindsay, 2008; 2014). In case of repeated events,
such links may lack specificity and face substantial interference caused by the overlap of
shared aspects across instances (Postman, 1971). The result is confusion: in an attempt to
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recall details from a specific instance, people may recall a mix of details from this and other
instances (i.e., internal intrusions; e.g., Woiwod et al., 2019). Some instances, however, seem
to be less prone to these confusion errors.
Specifically, there are several reasons for expecting better memory for the boundary
(i.e., first and last) instances. First, transition theory (N. R. Brown, 2016) holds that the
beginnings and endings of prolonged or repeated events serve as landmarks that help maintain
temporal organization within autobiographical memory (see also Robinson, 1992). This basic
idea can be extended to the recall of repeated events occurring over shorter periods, and
similarly leads to the expectation that the first and final instances possess unique qualities as
reference points. Moreover, when compared to instances in between, memories for the
boundary instances receive less interference from their neighbours. Both of these effects
would enhance source memory for the boundary instances.
Additionally, memory for the first instance may be facilitated via involuntary
reminding due to repeatedly experiencing similar instances (Hintzman, 2011) and during
schema formation (Farrar & Boyer-Pennington, 1999; Farrar & Goodman, 1992). The
resulting primacy and recency effects have been widely documented as a pattern of higher
proportions of correct details and fewer detail confusions in the recall of the first and final
instances of repeated events (Connolly et al., 2016; Dilevski et al., 2020a, 2020b; MacLean, et
al., 2018; Powell & Thomson, 1997; Powell et al., 2003; Roberts et al., 2015; Rubínová et al.,
2020). How do these patterns translate into consistency?
Consistency in Recall of Instances of a Repeated Event
Consistency reflects the correspondence between details provided at multiple retrieval
attempts. Omission, reminiscence (i.e., recall of previously unreported information), and
contradictory source attribution all cause inconsistency (Engelhard, et al., 2008; Odinot et al.,
2013; Kaasa et al., 2011; Krinsley et al., 2003). From an applied perspective, contradictions in
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reports would likely decrease credibility judgments (e.g., Fisher, et al., 2009). When
compared to single events, the potential for contradiction in recall of instances of repeated
events is much greater due to source confusions that may occur not only across instances but
also interviews (e.g., a set of details may be initially accurately attributed to the instance in
which they occurred but later attributed to another instance).
Research investigating consistency within repeated events is sparse and researchers
typically focus on recall of only one target instance (e.g., Price et al., 2016; Theunissen et al.,
2017). To our knowledge, Connolly and Price (2013), who interviewed a victim of five bank
robberies, are the only exception. Their findings were in line with primacy and recency
effects: confusion of details across instances was the leading cause of inconsistency and was
highest in the middle instances; however, the absence of ground truth in Connolly and Price’s
study precluded evaluation of accuracy.
Current Research
We investigated patterns of accuracy and consistency in repeated recall of instances of
repeated events. In this secondary data analysis, we examined data from five studies in which
our primary aim was to investigate effects of deviations on recall (we collapsed data from all
conditions for the present purposes; see Method for further details). These studies varied in
the complexity of stimuli: participants recalled interactive visits in Study 1, stories in Study 2,
and categorized word-lists in Study 3, 4, and 5. In all studies, participants experienced or
viewed four instances of the repeated event, and then were asked to recall all instances on a
number of occasions with increasing delay. Across all studies, we assessed recall of specific
details that were unique to instances. In previous analyses, the main recall measure reflected
completeness (i.e., the proportion of accurately recalled details out of all presented details),
and repeated retrieval attempts were examined only to see any temporal changes in recall.
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The current study examined these data with a novel focus on output accuracy (i.e., the
proportion of accurately recalled details out of all recalled details; Koriat et al., 2000) and
consistency (i.e., the correspondence across pairs of recall attempts), which are most relevant
in applied settings. Because Studies 2, 4 and 5 are already published (Rubínová et al., 2020,
2021) and the method of Study 3 was almost identical to Study 4, we only report a minimum
of necessary information on the methods of these studies but provide a detailed description of
Study 1.
We examined the patterns of overall accuracy, accuracy of consistent recall, and
consistency. For consistency, we examined the patterns of consistent recall, contradictory
attributions, omissions, and reminiscences. Given that primacy and recency effects are
typically found in analyses of correct responses (e.g., MacLean et al., 2018), we expected to
find these effects for accuracy, consistent recall, and, in the reverse, for contradictory
attributions. We additionally explored recall patterns of omissions and reminiscences. Finally,
we asked how much overlap is there in repeated recall of specific instances? To address this
question, we took the subset of consistently recalled details and contradictory attributions
(i.e., details that were recalled repeatedly). Given that omissions would be expected due to
forgetting (and reminiscences are rare), a ratio of consistently recalled details and
contradictory attributions would reflect the stability of source memory. In line with the
expected primacy and recency effects, this ratio should indicate higher stability of source
memory for the boundary than for the middle instances.
Study 1
Method
In Study 1, our aim was to create stimuli that would resemble real-life repeated events,
in order to increase external validity relative to other laboratory-based repeated event studies
(e.g., MacLean et al., 2018; Rubínová et al., 2020, 2021). Inspired by developmental
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repeated-event studies where children are typically interviewed about instances in which they
directly participated (e.g., play sessions; Farrar & Boyer-Pennington, 1999), we created a
series of marketing-themed visits that would be engaging for our target sample of adults. At
each of four visits that occurred within a two-week interval, participants experienced the same
three structured activities during which they interacted with, inspected, and evaluated
products (for a full list of details, see Appendix A). Participants’ recall from two recall
sessions (one to two weeks after the final visit a month later) was assessed for accuracy and
consistency.
Design
This study used a 4 (visit: 1/2/3/4) × 2 (recall session: first/second) within-subjects
design. There were two additional between-subjects factors: 2 (content: typical/deviation) × 2
(order: typical/deviation) for experimental manipulations of content of one activity (i.e., we
changed its purpose) and order of two activities in the final visit; because these manipulations
are not of primary interest in this paper and because they had little effect on recall, they are
not reported here (see Rubínová, 2020a). Moreover, the patterns of accuracy and consistency
examined in participants from the non-deviation conditions were similar to those reported in
this manuscript; see Figure SM5 in Online Supplemental Materials.
Participants
We analysed data from a study that primarily focused on deviation effects on recall of
instances of a repeated event; therefore, we did not conduct an a-priori power calculation
specifically for the accuracy or consistency analyses. The study was advertised as an
investigation into people’s memory for a series of marketing-themed visits. The advert
mentioned that participants would be required to attend four marketing-themed visits, and that
there would be an interview about their experiences one to two-weeks after the final visit.
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Participants were informed that the purpose of the study was to learn how well can people
remember details of a series of instances that are similar to each other.
A total of 191 participants were recruited. Eight participants did not complete all the
visits, data from three participants were excluded due to errors during the administration of
the visits, and 57 participants did not complete the second recall phase. The final sample
therefore consisted of 124 participants (24 males, 89 females, 11 not indicated) aged between
18 and 57 years (M = 22.57, SD = 6.92, 11 participants did not indicate age). Participants
were recruited from an undergraduate participant pool and from a university noticeboard,
reported having normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing and English language
fluency. The award for participation was 1 study credit and £5, or £15. The study was
approved by the Science Faculty Ethics Committee (SFEC 2018-014).
Procedure
Visits. Before commencing the study, participants were informed that their task each
time would be to inspect and evaluate a series of products, and that there would be an
interview during which they would be asked what they could remember from each of the
visits. They were also informed that there was a follow-up online survey that would be sent a
month after the interview, in which they would be asked again what they remembered from
the sessions and complete a few additional questions.
Individual visits were separated by delays: the average delay was 1.81 days (SD =
0.97) between Visits 1 and 2, 2.08 days (SD = 1.09) between Visits 2 and 3, and 1.81 days
(SD = 0.99) between Visits 3 and 4. At each visit, participants experienced three activities:
Game, Products, and Device. Table A in Appendix A shows four sets of stimuli including
specific details that were used during the visits. The sets were counterbalanced across visits
(e.g., during each visit, approximately one quarter of participants was administered the red,
green, blue, or purple game, respectively). The visits were administered in a lab with a central
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room used for the Products, an adjacent room used for the Game, and another adjacent room
used for the Device activity (i.e., participants changed rooms for each activity).
During the Game activity, participants played a demo of a story-telling game that
involved rolling dice with pictures (story elements) on each side and then creating a story
from these pictures. At each visit, the experimenter (E. R.) introduced the game version and
played first. Participants played next and then completed a brief evaluation sheet, in which
they wrote down the pictures they rolled and provided ratings for quality and enjoyment of the
game. The game version and participants’ story images constituted four specific details from
this activity. The view of the table during play was video recorded (with participants’ consent)
to aid recall coding.
During the Products activity, participants evaluated the packaging design (logo and
graphics) of three products that were placed on a table. The product category and specific
products constituted four specific details from this activity (see Appendix A).
Device, which was the last activity, had three phases. Participants first read an
introduction to the task from a laptop screen, then performed three tasks with the device
according to displayed instructions, and finally completed an evaluation form. The device and
details of the three tasks constituted four specific details from this activity (see Appendix A).
First Recall Session: Interview. One to two weeks after Visit 4 (M = 9.51 days, SD =
2.37), participants returned for an interview. The scripted interviews were administered in a
different room by one of seven trained interviewers (58 interviews were administered by E. R.
and 66 by one of the other six interviewers). The interviews had two phases. Participants were
first asked to complete a written account of each visit using an A3 sheet with four windows
(one for each visit). Participants were asked to write a complete report of each visit including
as many details as possible without guessing. This format was intended to provide participants
with a visual overview of all the visits (similar to the timeline technique; Hope, et al., 2019;
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Hope, Mullis, & Gabbert, 2013). To provide participants with an additional free-recall prompt
and an opportunity to reflect upon their written accounts, we asked them to provide a verbal
account of each visit with the use of their written protocols. Verbal reports of each visit were
followed by an open prompt (“Is there anything else you can remember about this visit?”),
and there was one final prompt at the end of the interview (“Is there anything else you would
like to report?”). Interviews were audio-recorded.
Written and verbal phases of the recall interview were coded separately and then
combined. The combined measure included all information that was omitted during the verbal
phase but mentioned in the written phase, and all information that was additionally recalled or
changed in the verbal phase (there were few differences between the written and verbal
reports; for a comparison, see Rubínová, 2020a).
Second Recall Session: Online Form. Four weeks after the interview, participants
were emailed an online recall form that consisted of four blank pages and instructions similar
to those used during the interview. The average delay between the first and the second recall
was 35.70 days (SD = 6.70).
Coding
Details. 1 In each visit, there were 12 specific details: (1) the game version or the color
of the box; (2 – 4) three pictures on the dice; (5) the product category; (6 – 8) three branded
products; (9) the device; and (10 – 12) three specifications of the device task (see Appendix
A). For one detail of each activity, our coding accommodated coarse-grained responses that
sufficiently differentiated between the visits (i.e., the recall of the color of the box for game,
product category for products, and any description that could be identified as the device for
devices). For the remaining tree details of each activity, fine-grained recall was necessary for

We also coded recall of activities (i.e., game, products, device); however, this variable mainly reflected the
schematic representation of instances (see Rubínová, 2020a). Given our focus on recall accuracy and consistency
of fine details, this variable was not of interest in this study.

1
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coding recall as a specific detail (e.g., “pictures” was insufficient for pictures on the dice;
“grey deodorant” was insufficient for branded products; and “highlighting” was insufficient
for the device task when “underline”, “cross out”, and “circle around” were the specific
tasks). In other words, our coding scheme accommodated recall at various levels of
specificity. For a more detailed description and coding manuals, see Online Supplemental
Materials.
Details were coded as accurate (i.e., experienced details attributed to a visit in which
they occurred), internal intrusions (i.e., experienced details attributed to a visit in which they
did not occur), and new details (i.e., details that did not occur during any of the visits). We
encountered a few cases where participants reported the same detail at multiple instances
(e.g., “Fantasia game” was recalled as occurring in Visit 1 and in Visit 2), and also a few
cases where participants reported a detail that contained aspects of several details that
originated at different visits (e.g., “We played the Actions version that had a green box”,
when in fact Actions was blue, and Voyages was green). We coded these occurrences as
details with “conflicting source” because the source was either undetermined or mixed. These
details (3% of overall recall) represented confused source information; therefore, we
collapsed them with internal intrusions. Finally, we coded a few occurrences of vague
descriptions of Products, where reported information was insufficient to indicate a specific
detail (e.g., “chocolate” or “deodorant for men”). In these cases, recall would be coded for the
category of Products (either as “correct” or “internal intrusion” depending on attribution), and
we added a “vague” code for one of the specific products, but we treated “vague” codes (2%
of overall recall) as not recalled details in statistical analyses.
Coding was a two-step semi-automatic procedure. Briefly, rich verbal reports were
first reduced and validated according to a coding manual (e.g., “white labelling pen” was
validated as “white marker”). Validated data were then automatically coded against a
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reference sheet; the exception were details pertaining to pictures of the dice game, which were
coded manually.
Data were entered, validated, and (where applicable) manually coded by E. D., and her
scores were used for further consistency and accuracy coding and for all statistical analyses.
To obtain estimates of inter-rater reliability, two subsets of the data were independently coded
by trained research assistants (Device and Product details from written reports of 114
participants) and E. R. (Device and Game details from written reports of 126 participants).
Comparing each of these subsets to E. D.’s coding resulted in high agreement (Cohen’s kappa
ranged between 0.90 and 0.97).
Accuracy. Accuracy reflected the correspondence of recalled details to details
encountered during the visits. Accurate recall included details that were experienced and
attributed to the visit in which they occurred. Inaccurate recall included internal intrusions and
new details. Note that this coding scheme reflected “narrowly defined” accuracy as opposed
to “broadly defined” accuracy (Price et al., 2016), where only new details would be
considered inaccurate and internal intrusions would be considered accurate (see Price et al.;
Woiwod et al., 2019). We report results pertaining to broadly defined accuracy in the Online
Supplemental Materials.
Consistency. Consistency was coded based on the correspondence of recalled details
in the first and second recall sessions. Consistent recall included details that were recalled and
attributed to the same visit at both recall attempts. Inconsistent recall included: (i)
contradictory attributions, (ii) omissions of previously recalled details, and (iii) reminiscences
of previously not reported details.
Measures
Accuracy. Recalled details were coded as accurate or inaccurate (accuracy values of 1
and 0, respectively).
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Consistency. Details consistently recalled and attributed in both recall sessions were
coded as consistent (value of 1) and all other details (i.e., contradictory attributions,
omissions, and reminiscences) were coded as inconsistent (value of 0).
Consistent Recall: Accuracy. We assessed accuracy of recall in the subset of details
that were consistently recalled across sessions.
Contradictory attributions. Details that were repeatedly recalled across both recall
sessions, but each time attributed to a different visit were coded as contradictory attributions
(value of 1); all other details (i.e., consistent details, omissions, and reminiscences) were
coded as not contradictory attributions (value of 0).
Omissions. Details that were omitted in the second recall session were coded as
omissions (value of 1); all other details (i.e., consistent details, contradictory attributions, and
reminiscences) were coded as non-omissions (value of 0).
Reminiscences. Details that were reported only in the second recall session were
coded as reminiscences (value of 1); all other details (i.e., consistent details, contradictory
attributions, and omissions) were coded as non-reminiscences (value of 0).
Stability Ratio. To assess the stability of source memory for each instance, we took
the subset of details that were recalled at both recall sessions. In this subset, we divided the
proportion of consistently recalled details by the proportion of contradictory attributions to
compute a ratio.
Statistical Analyses
Data were analyzed in R (R Core Team; 2016) with random intercepts generalized
mixed models using the lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest packages (Kuznetsova et
al.; 2017). Our design was fully crossed—all participants recalled details of four visits at two
occasions. To account for dependencies in the data and avoid pseudo replication, each model
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included random intercept effects for participant identity and specific detail (Finch et al.,
2014).
We built models for six outcome variables: (1) overall accuracy; (2) consistency; (3)
accuracy of consistent recall, (4) contradictory attributions, (5) omissions, and (6)
reminiscences. For the ratio of recall stability, we computed bootstrapped 95% Confidence
Intervals [CIs] using package boot (Canty & Ripley, 2021), and we evaluated differences
between the ratios based on non-overlapping CIs (Tryon, 2001).
All dependent variables were binomial, and all fixed and random effects were
categorical. The fixed effects of recall session and visit (i.e., instance) were coded with
successive difference contrasts (Schad et al., 2020) from the MASS package (Venables &
Ripley, 2002). The first contrast for visit compared Visits 1 and 2, the second contrast
compared Visits 2 and 3, and the third contrast compared Visits 3 and 4. The first and the
third contrasts were of utmost interest in this study because they assessed local primacy and
recency effects as relative differences between the boundary instances and their adjacent
instances. 2 The contrast for recall session compared the two sessions.
Regression coefficients from all models were exponentiated, so the resulting
coefficients indicated the odds ratios (ORs) of one outcome over another between groups
defined by respective contrasts (e.g., consistent vs inconsistent recall in Visits 1 and 2). Any
significant interactions indicated moderating effects of recall session on accuracy in a given
visit contrast. We present the ORs along with 95% CIs in brackets to indicate the range of
their plausible values (Cumming, 2012, 2014). To aid interpretation of OR values below 1 we
also present the inverted ORs (ORi). We used Ferguson’s (2009) guidance for interpreting

Interested readers may use the code and data provided in Online Supplemental Materials and examine other
contrasts that may be of interest.
2
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effect sizes: OR < 3.00 as small, OR = [3.00, 4.00] as moderate, and OR ≥ 4.00 as strong
effects.
We used packages ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) and gridExtra (Auguie, 2017) for
all visualizations. Data, coding functions, and analysis scripts are available in Online
Supplemental Materials.
Results
Due to our focus on recall patterns that would be most relevant for applied settings,
the results reported in this section are output-bound (Koriat et al., 2000). In other words, all
measures were coded and analysed based on details that were recalled at the two recall
sessions. To get a perspective on general recall performance across visits and recall sessions,
see Figure SM1 in the Online Supplemental Materials.
Overall Accuracy
Figure 1 shows the patterns of overall accurate recall across visits in the two recall
sessions. The results confirmed the visible strong primacy effect, ORi = 4.00 [3.28, 4.88], z =
13.72, p < .001. The recency effect was also significant though small, OR = 1.64 [1.34, 2.00],
z = 4.87, p < .001. The effect of recall session was significant, with recall being slightly less
accurate at Session 2, ORi = 1.20 [1.04, 1.39], z = 2.52, p = .012. This effect was mainly
driven by the absence of a recency effect in the second recall session, which is reflected in the
significant Visit 4-3 × Recall Session interaction, ORi = 1.68 [1.13, 2.49], z = 2.57, p = .010.
Note that the decrease in accuracy across recall sessions indicated an increase in source
attribution errors (i.e., source memory) because accuracy (as a proportion of accurate details
among all recalled details) did not reflect forgetting of details. There were no further
significant effects (full statistics are reported in Table SM2 in Online Supplemental
Materials). When accuracy was broadly defined (i.e., internal intrusions were considered
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accurate), the proportions of accuracy across all visits and both recall sessions were uniformly
high (i.e., between 0.94 and 0.97; see Table SM3 in Online Supplemental Materials).

Figure 1
Overall accuracy, accuracy of consistent recall, consistency, and contradictory attributions
across visits and recall sessions in Study 1

Note. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% CIs of the proportions.
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Consistency
In general, consistency reflects the correspondence of recall across recall sessions.
Figure 1 shows the patterns of overall consistency across visits, and the analysis confirmed a
small-to-moderate primacy effect, ORi = 2.65 [2.06, 3.40], z = 7.61, p < .001but the recency
effect was not significant, OR = 1.22 [0.93, 1.60], z = 1.46, p = .145 (full statistics are
reported in Table SM2 in Online Supplemental Materials). There are, however, different types
of consistent and inconsistent recall. Table 1 lists (1) the proportions of consistent recall based
on detail source (i.e., details consistently correctly attributed to instances in which they
occurred, details consistently attributed to incorrect instances, and consistently attributed new
details), and (2) the proportions of inconsistent recall based on detail source (in case of
omissions and reminiscences), respectively source attribution changes (in case of
contradictory attributions).
There are several patterns worth noting in Table 1. First, there was considerable
variability in the accuracy of consistently reported details: consistent recall for Visit 1 was
highly accurate, but for Visit 3, almost half of consistent recall composed of internal
intrusions. Second, contradictory attributions (i.e., source attribution changes) most often
occurred from or back to accurate attribution (i.e., participants most frequently misattributed
details that were originally attributed to correct instances or the other way round); changes of
source attribution that were incorrect at both recall sessions (i.e., details from Visit 1 were
first recalled in Visit 2 and then in Visit 3) more frequently occurred in the middle than at the
boundary instances. Third, omissions show differences in types of details across instances:
correctly attributed details composed higher proportions of omissions from the boundary
instances, whereas internal intrusions composed higher proportions of omissions from the
middle instances. Finally, reminiscences and new details were infrequent. In the next sections,
we present analyses of overall consistency, accuracy of consistent recall, and overall
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contradictory attributions, omissions, and reminiscences (i.e., the fine differences in different
types of inconsistent recall are beyond the scope of this study).

Table 1
Proportions of types of consistent and inconsistent recall in Study 1
Recall
Visit 1
Consistent
Correct
0.45
Intrusion
0.05
New
0.02
Inconsistent
Contradictory
Attribution
From Correct
0.07
To Correct
0.02
Within
0.02
Intrusions
New
0.01
Omission
Correct
0.21
Intrusion
0.09
New
0.03
Reminiscence
Correct
0.02
Intrusion
0.01
New
< 0.01
Note. Intrusion = internal intrusion.

Visit 2

Visit 3

Visit 4

NDetails

0.23
0.10
0.01

0.14
0.13
< 0.01

0.20
0.09
< 0.01

735
264
22

0.12
0.08
0.09

0.14
0.10
0.07

0.13
0.04
0.05

328
177
164

0.01

0.01

0.01

25

0.10
0.20
0.03

0.13
0.18
0.03

0.24
0.17
0.04

481
463
96

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.03
0.03
< 0.01

0.01
0.02
0.01

45
53
23

Accuracy of Consistent Recall. Figure 1 shows the patterns of accuracy of consistent
recall across visits. The analyses confirmed the strong primacy, ORi = 4.06 [2.51, 6.55], z =
5.73, p < .001 and small-to-moderate recency effects, OR = 2.72 [1.62, 4.56], z = 3.79, p <
.001 (full statistics are reported in Table SM2 in Online Supplemental Materials). The recency
effect was, however, only a local effect dependent on the lower accuracy for Visit 3 (i.e., the
absolute proportions of accurate recall were similar for Visits 2 and 4). Broadly defined
accuracy of consistent recall was uniformly high across visits (i.e., between 0.97 and 0.99; see
Table SM3 in Online Supplemental Materials).
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Contradictory Attributions, Omissions, and Reminiscences. The analysis of overall
contradictory attributions visible in Figure 1 confirmed the (reverse) moderate primacy, OR =
3.58 [2.66, 4.81], z = 8.42, p < .001, and small recency effects, ORi = 1.82 [1.40, 2.37], z =
4.45, p < .001 (full statistics are reported in Table SM2 in Online Supplemental Materials).
Overall omissions indicated a uniform pattern across Visits 1, 2, and 3; the odds of omissions
were significantly higher for Visit 4 than for Visit 3 but the effect was small, OR = 1.83 [1.37,
2.44], z = 4.11, p < .001 (full statistics are reported in Table SM4 in Online Supplemental
Materials). Reminiscences were rare (see Table 1) and uniform (see Table SM4 in Online
Supplemental Materials).
Stability Ratio
The ratio of stability of instance source memory was computed as a proportion of
consistently recalled details and contradictory attributions. A perfect stability would occur if
details that were repeatedly recalled were attributed to the same instance at both recall
sessions. A stability ratio of 1 would indicate that the number of details attributed to the same
instance at both recall sessions was equal to the number of details that were attributed to
different instance(s) at the second recall session (i.e., 50% stability). Values above 1 would
indicate higher stability of source memory; values below 1 would indicate lower stability of
source memory.
For Visit 1, the value of the stability ratio, 4.33 [3.20, 5.33], indicated that there were
four details consistently reported for one contradictory attribution (i.e., 81% stability). This
stability ratio is higher than for any other visit: Visit 2, 1.14 [0.93, 1.33]; Visit 3, 0.84 [0.69,
1.00]; and Visit 4, 1.29 [1.01, 1.55]. For Visits 2 and 4, the stability ratios indicated that there
were almost as many consistently reported details as contradictory attributions (i.e., 53 – 56%
stability). For Visit 3, the stability ratio indicated that contradictory attributions were in fact
slightly more frequent than consistently reported details, indicating relatively low stability of
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source memory (46%). The primacy and recency effects were significant, as indicated by nonoverlapping confidence intervals between Visits 1 and 2 (primacy) and Visits 3 and 4
(recency, although this effect was again only local due to the low stability ratio for Visit 3).
Discussion
In Study 1, we investigated accuracy and consistency in repeated recall of four
instances of a repeated event involving complex interactions. For overall accuracy, we found
primacy and recency effects; the recency effect was, however, reduced at the second recall
session. We found similar patterns of accuracy within consistent recall. When accuracy was
broadly defined (Price et al., 2016), recall was almost perfectly accurate, confirming that
participants reported details that they experienced within the repeated event but were
confused about when exactly these details occurred.
The novel findings of this study pertain to patterns of consistency. For overall
consistency, we found a primacy (i.e., recall of Visit 1 was most consistent) but no recency
effect. It seems that in the final instance, consistency was reduced primarily by omissions and
not by contradictory attributions, a notion that was supported by the recall stability ratios. The
overall patterns suggested that source memory was indeed stronger for the boundary
instances, and that the primacy effect was much larger than the recency effect (for a similar
finding, see Connolly & Price, 2013). Reminiscences were low, with small differences across
instances.
Before we further discuss potential mechanisms underlying these effects, we examined
data from another four studies that used the repeated event paradigm (albeit with simpler
materials and slightly different procedures), to see if the patterns would generalize.
Studies 2 – 5
We re-examined data from four studies and coded them for accuracy and consistency.
Materials used in these studies were much simpler than in Study 1 and lacked any interactive
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aspects: participants were presented versions of an unfamiliar story in Study 2 and categorized
word-lists in Studies 3, 4, and 5. In addition, there were several methodological differences
(for details, see Method). Therefore, finding similar results regarding accuracy and
consistency in these studies would increase the reliability and generalizability of findings
from Study 1.
Method
In this section, we briefly summarize the methods of Studies 2 – 5 (see Table 2). For
parsimony, we only focus on aspects that were of interest in the present study (i.e., we do not
describe any additional features). The design of all studies was the same as Study 1, including
content and order manipulations in the final instance. In Study 2, the content deviation was
implemented as a change in a part of a Story, and in Studies 2 – 5, we presented a new wordcategory. The order deviation was implemented as a changed temporal order of themes in a
story (Study 2) or word-categories (Studies 3 – 5). The deviations had little effect on recall in
Study 3 (see Rubínová 2020b). The content deviation details were well remembered in Study
4 but there was no significant effect in Study 5 (Rubínová et al., 2020); in Study 2, the content
deviation details were frequently distorted to fit with the other stories (Rubínová et al., 2021).
The order deviation effect had a generally disruptive though small effect on recall (Rubínová
et al., 2002, 2021). An examination of accuracy and consistency in a subset of data from
participants from the non-deviation conditions revealed similar patterns to those reported in
this article (see Figure SM5 in Online Supplemental Materials). Therefore, data from all
conditions were collapsed for the purpose of the present analysis.
All studies were advertised as memory studies. Participants were informed that they
would be presented with four stories (Study 2), respectively word-lists (Studies 3 – 5), and
that they should pay attention to the stimuli because they would recall them later. Participants
completed the first delayed recall task in the lab and received links to follow-up online answer
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forms after specific delays (see Table 2). Participants were told that the purpose of these
studies was to learn about how repeated exposure to similar events affects memory for
specific instances of those events. Participants were not informed about the purpose of the
online answer forms but were told that their completion would take 10 to 15 minutes.
There were three main procedural differences from Study 1 (see Table 2). First, all
instances of the repeated events were presented during a single session. Second, in Studies 2,
4, and 5, participants were asked to recall each instance before the next instance was
presented. 3 Third, in Studies 2, 3, and 4, delayed recall of all instances was measured in four
intervals.
Table 2
Details of methods in Studies 2 – 5
Study

Reference

N

Stimuli

2 Rubínová et al. (2021)

148 Versions of an
unfamiliar story

3 Rubínová (2020b)

Details Recall Before
Next Instance

Delayed
Recall

11

Yes

10 min, 1 D,
1 W, 1 M

101 Categorized
word-lists

9

No

10 min, 1 D,
1 W, 1 M

4 Rubínová et al.
(2020), Study 1

80 Categorized
word-lists

9

Yes

10 min, 1 D,
1 W, 1 M

5 Rubínová et al.
(2020), Study 2

96 Categorized
word-lists

9

Yes

10 min, 1 D

Note. D = day. W = week. M = month.
Study 2
In Studies 2, 4, and 5, participants additionally recalled each instance one minute after encoding. In line with
the testing effect (e.g., Roediger & Karpicke, 2006), this isolated recall (absent in Studies 1 and 3) was used to
facilitate participants’ memory of each instance (a comparison of performance indicated that recall was indeed
higher in Study 4 than in Study 3; Rubínová, 2020b). In addition, the isolated recall limited interference and in
turn enabled accurate detail attribution—in Studies 4 and 5, the immediate isolated recall was almost perfectly
accurate (see data from Rubínová et al., 2020) and in Study 2, the emerging schema facilitated recall across
instances (i.e., recall of Instance 2 was higher than recall of Instance 1; Rubínová et al., 2021). However, this
immediate recall did not entirely prevent source confusion on subsequent recall tasks. Therefore, any confusion
of details across instances (and related primacy and recency effects) occurred after a delay when participants
were asked to recall all instances, and where their memory likely relied on the reconstruction of instances based
on new schemata and detail attribution required systematic source monitoring. For these reasons, we excluded
the immediate isolated recall from the current study.
3
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Materials. We adapted a passage describing a Korean wedding ceremony from Ahn,
Mooney, and Brewer (1992). The passage was simplified, and four versions were created that
shared a common structure in terms of sequences of actions but differed in 11 specific details
(e.g., characters, names, or dates). The resulting stimuli were videos showing a sequence of
illustrations accompanied by a narrative (see Online Supplemental Materials accompanying
Rubínová et al., 2021).
Procedure. Participants viewed a video of Story 1 twice and, after a 1-minute filler
task, recalled Story 1 (i.e., rehearsal/isolated recall before the next instance, which is not
included in our current analysis; see Footnote 3). After a further 2-minute filler task, they
proceeded to viewing Story 2. This procedure was repeated until participants recalled Story 4.
A 10-minute filler task followed, after which participants recalled all four stories (recall
session 1). In this delayed recall phase, participants were presented with four pages that
contained illustrations of the two main characters and a designation of the story (e.g., Story 1).
Participants could switch between the pages during recall. The same recall procedure was
then administered approximately one day, one week, and one month after presentation (recall
sessions 2, 3, and 4, respectively).
Coding. Accuracy codes included accurate details, internal intrusions, and new
details. Cases of details where source attribution was unresolved (i.e., one detail was
attributed to multiple instances) were more frequent than in Study 1 (15% of overall recall),
but because they indicated source attribution errors, we collapsed them with internal
intrusions (as in Study 1). Finally, we encountered a few cases (0.4% of overall recall) where
actions were attributed to characters who did not perform them. Because these distortions
represent a different type of confusion than internal intrusions, we collapsed them with new
details. Based on these basic codes, consistency was then determined exactly as in Study 1.
Note that consistency was coded for consecutive recall sessions; specifically, contradictory
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attributions occurring between recall sessions 1 and 2 and between recall sessions 2 and 3
(and 3 and 4) were different contradictory attributions.
Studies 3 - 5
Materials and Procedure. Stimuli were word-lists consisting of nine words from
three ordered word-categories. In Studies 3 and 4, participants were told that they would see
words that a language student learned on four consecutive days. The words were presented
one-by-one. Each list was presented on a different background colour, and was designated by
a photograph of the student and the day of the week (e.g., words that the student learned on
Monday). The photograph, list designation, and background colour were used as cues in recall
sessions. In Study 5, there was no cover story and lists were designated ordinally (e.g., List 1).
The procedure was the same as in Study 2, with two exceptions: (i) in Study 3, participants
did not recall the word-lists before the next word-list was presented; and (ii) in Study 5, there
were only two recall sessions (10 minutes and one day after presentation).
Coding. Accuracy codes included accurate details, internal intrusions, and new
details. Cases of details with unresolved source were infrequent (2%, 2%, and 3% in overall
recall in Studies 3, 4, and 5, respectively), and were collapsed with internal intrusions.
Consistency coding was the same as Study 2.
Results
Overall Accuracy and Accuracy of Consistent Recall
Figure 2 shows the patterns of overall accuracy across instances and recall sessions. In
all studies, the results indicated small-to-large primacy effects, ORsi = 1.62 – 4.23, ps < .001,
and small-to-medium recency effects, ORs = 1.58 – 3.14, ps < .001, and a small decrease in
accuracy across recall sessions, ORsi = 1.43 – 1.74, ps < .001 (note that the decrease in
accuracy across sessions reflects incorrect source attribution and not forgetting). None of the
interactions between visit and recall session were significant, indicating that the primacy and
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recency effects were stable across delay. The difference between the middle visits was hardly
ever significant (and very small; full statistics are reported in Table SM5 in Online
Supplemental Materials). Broadly defined accuracy across instances and sessions was high
(between 0.85 and 1.00; see Table SM6 in Online Supplemental Materials).
The patterns and results for accuracy of consistent recall resembled those reported
above. To avoid repetition, we present Figure SM2 and Tables SM7 (results of accuracy
models) and SM6 (broadly defined accuracy) in Online Supplemental Materials.
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Figure 2
Overall accuracy across instances and recall sessions in Studies 2 – 5

Note. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% CIs of the proportions.
Consistency
Figure 3 shows consistency across instances and recall sessions. The results confirmed
small-to-moderate primacy effects, ORsi = 1.66 – 2.76, ps < .001, small recency effects, ORs
= 1.27 – 1.83, ps < .001, and a small decrease in consistency across sessions, ORsi = 1.37 –
1.56, ps < .001 (full statistics are reported in Table SM8 in Online Supplemental Materials;
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note that the decrease in consistency across recall sessions is a result of contradictory
attributions, omissions, and reminiscences).

Figure 3
Consistency across instances and recall sessions in Studies 2 – 5

Note. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% Cis of the proportions.

Contradictory Attributions, Omissions, and Reminiscences. The patterns of
contradictory attributions were essentially mirror images of the patterns of consistency;

28
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therefore, we report Figure SM3 in the Online Supplemental Materials. The analysis
confirmed small-to-large primacy effects, ORs = 1.52 – 4.70, ps < .001, and small recency
effects, ORsi = 1.46 – 1.66, ps ≤ .007. Contradictory attributions were stable across delay; the
effect of recall session was significant only in Study 4, where it indicated a small increase in
the odds of contradictory attributions across delay, OR = 1.22 [1.08, 1.38], z = 3.24, p = .001
(full statistics are reported in Table SM9 in Online Supplemental Materials).
For omissions, there was a consistent small primacy effect indicating lower omissions
for Instance 1 than Instance 2, ORs = 1.34 – 1.72, ps ≤ .001, and a small increase in omissions
across sessions (indicating forgetting), ORs = 1.41 – 1.87, ps < .001. The patterns and
statistical results for omissions are reported in Figure SM4 and Table SM10 in the Online
Supplemental Materials. Reminiscences were infrequent and their patterns were uniform (for
proportions and analysis results, see Tables SM11 and SM12 in Online Supplemental
Materials).
Stability Ratio
Stability ratios across instances and recall sessions are reported in Table 3. These
ratios are higher than in Study 1, likely due to methodological differences (specifically, in
Study 1, the delay to first and second recall was longer, which should lower stability). In
general, there are again moderate-to-large primacy and small-to-large recency effects
indicating higher source memory stability in the first and the final instances.

Table 3
Ratios of instance memory stability in Studies 2 – 5
Study/
Recall
Sessions
Study 2
1&2
2&3

1
3.88 [3.23, 4.54]*
3.20 [2.61, 3.76]

2

Instance

3

4

2.17 [1.85, 2.48] 1.71 [1.48, 1.92] 2.63 [2.25, 3.00]*
2.40 [2.00, 2.77] 1.95 [1.64, 2.25] 2.91 [2.41, 3.37]*
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3&4
2.90 [2.32, 3.42]* 1.61 [1.32, 1.88] 1.65 [1.37, 1.91] 2.25 [1.84, 2.64]
Study 3
1&2
12.13 [7.67, 15.97]* 4.12 [2.96, 5.17] 3.54 [2.63, 4.34] 6.26 [4.37, 7.90]*
2&3
19.43 [9.33, 27.47]* 4.24 [2.98, 5.34] 3.33 [2.42, 4.17] 9.34 [5.54, 12.54]*
3&4
7.83 [4.54, 10.72]
3.94 [2.59, 5.12] 4.25 [2.75, 5.55] 5.98 [3.68, 7.85]
Study 4
1&2
34.23 [7.25, 55.53]* 6.43 [4.39, 8.21] 4.87 [3.52, 6.08] 7.00 [5.07, 8.75]
2&3
26.19 [8.16, 40.92]* 5.29 [3.55, 6.76] 4.03 [3.02, 5.00] 8.56 [5.43, 11.24]*
3&4
13.91 [6.61, 20.00]* 3.00 [2.15, 3.77] 3.01 [2.17, 3.82] 6.52 [4.11, 8.50]*
Study 5
1&2
19.25 [9.45, 27.19]* 3.52 [2.64, 4.29] 3.82 [2.91, 4.65] 6.22 [4.44, 7.74]
Note. Sessions = recall sessions. * = significant difference as indicated by non-overlapping
CIs of adjacent instances.
Discussion
Our systematic re-analysis of studies that used the repeated event paradigm with
massed presentation and stimuli as simple as categorized word-lists replicated the findings
from Study 1. Specifically, we obtained primacy and recency effects for accuracy, accuracy of
consistent recall, contradictory attributions, and recall stability, as well as the relatively
uniform patterns of reminiscences and broadly defined accuracy. Regarding consistency, in
addition to the primacy effect, Studies 2 – 5 also indicated a recency effect. In contrast with
Study 1, where omissions were higher in Instance 4, the patterns in Studies 2 – 5 indicated
slightly reduced omissions for Instance 1.
Internal Meta-Analysis
In this final section, we provide a brief meta-analytical overview of the primacy and
recency effects found in Studies 1 – 5 for measures of overall accuracy, accuracy of consistent
recall, consistency, and contradictory attributions.
Method
To prepare data for the internal meta-analyses of primacy and recency effects in
Studies 1 – 5, we collapsed across participants and recall sessions in all studies. We then
calculated proportions for: (1) overall accuracy as the sum of accurate details divided by the
sum of inaccurate details; (2) accuracy of consistently reported details as the sum of accurate
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consistently reported details divided by the sum of inaccurate consistently reported details; (3)
consistency as the sum of consistent details divided by the sum of inconsistent details; and (4)
contradictory attributions as the sum of contradictory attributions divided by noncontradictory attributions. Using the package metaphor (Viechtbauer, 2010), we calculated
random effects models for the primacy effects by comparing the outcomes between Instances
1 and 2, and for the recency effects by comparing the outcomes between Instances 3 and 4.
The resulting ORs indicate the sizes of the effects.
Results
Figure 4 illustrates the resulting odds ratios for each effect. For overall accuracy, the
primacy effect was small-to-moderate, 2.47 [1.83, 3.33], and the recency effect was small,
1.86 [1.52, 2.28]. For accuracy of consistent recall, the primacy effect was also small-tomoderate, 2.33 [1.73, 3.16], and the recency effect was small, 1.97 [1.56, 2.50]. For
consistency, the primacy effect was small, 1.73 [1.53, 1.94], and the recency effect was small,
1.39 [1.27, 1.52]. Finally, for contradictory attributions, the primacy effect was small-tomoderate, 2.80 [1.85, 4.23], and the recency effect was small, 1.58 [1.43, 1.75].
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Figure 4
Results of internal meta-analyses for selected measures in Studies 1 – 5

Note. Error bars represent 95% CIs. The dashed line indicates no effect. Contradict. Attr. =
contradictory source attribution.
General Discussion
Our findings can be summarized as follows. For accuracy and consistency in repeated
recall of repeated events, there were (stronger) primacy and (weaker) recency effects
throughout. Although accuracy and consistency slightly decreased overall across recall
sessions, these primacy and recency effects remained stable. Recall stability ratios indicated
that source memory for the boundary instances was preserved better than for the middle
instances. There were no consistent effects for omissions. Reminiscences were uniformly low,
and broadly defined accuracy was uniformly high.
Serial Position Effects in Short- and Long-Term Recall
The patterns we observed in long-term recall, with recall delays sometimes exceeding
a month, resemble typical serial position effects in short-term recall tasks (e.g., Bjork &
Healy, 1974; G. D. A. Brown et al., 2007; Healy, 1974; Lewandowsky & G. D. A. Brown,
2005). In these tasks, participants recall items from a list, and accurate performance requires
retained memory for order. Likewise, in our studies, participants recalled details of instances,
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and accurate performance required retained source memory. Cognitive models developed for
short-term serial recall tasks explain primacy and recency as isolation effects—items at list
boundaries have greater local distinctiveness (i.e., limited exposure to interfering items; G. D.
A. Brown et al., 2009), and this explanation also holds for our long-term memory data. There
are, however, also important differences.
In short-term serial recall, the primacy effect is typically smaller than the recency
effect, the recency effect decreases with delay, and the primacy effect is explained mainly via
rehearsal (G. D. A. Brown et al., 2007). By contrast, in our repeated event paradigms,
rehearsal of the first instance was unlikely because of the spacing of instances in Study 1 and
the immediate recall following each instance in Studies 2, 4, and 5. Our primacy effects more
likely result from novelty and schema formation (e.g., Farrar & Boyer-Pennington, 1999;
Hintzman, 2011) – specifically, the first instance becomes a reference (N. R. Brown, 2016)
and acquires unique source attributes that protect it from source confusion (Lindsay, 2008).
Schema Formation and Source Monitoring in Repeated Events
Memory reconstruction of an event involves the activation of coarse-grained
knowledge-based structures (i.e., schemata) along with the retrieval of fine-grained
information (i.e., specific details). Retrieval of specific instances involves judgments about
the inclusion of details into the final memory report, and attributes of memories generated as a
product of “cognitive processes performed during a particular past event” provide the basis
for these judgments (Lindsay, 2008, p. 328). Such source monitoring can be automatic if the
event was relatively unique but may require systematic decision-making if the event
substantially overlapped with other event(s) (Johnson et al., 1993; Lindsay, 2008).
Importantly, effective source monitoring requires that attributes of memories from different
sources are distinguishable (Johnson et al., 1993); repeated experiences, however, likely
violate this assumption.
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Repeated events start with an initial instance that does not require the creation of a
new schema; for most events, existing schemata will be sufficient for understanding what
happens and for later memory reconstruction (e.g., Bartlett, 1932). Nevertheless, for familiar
events, the first experience constitutes a novel schema instantiation, and this novelty serves as
a unique source attribute for details of the first instance. In addition, the encoding context of
the first experience that establishes the repeated event (e.g., Lohnas et al., 2015; Kahana,
1996; Robinson, 1992), when retrieved, may also serve as a unique source attribute that limits
misattributions.
The experience of the second instance is different: it is likely reflected upon as another
event similar to the first instance, and this reflection sets off the generation of a new schema
specific for this emerging repeated event (e.g., Farrar & Boyer-Pennington, 1999; Slackman
& Nelson, 1984). The experiences of the third and fourth instances then reinforce the schema,
and source attributes of these “other similar instances” may be insufficient for differentiation
between instances. Consequently, in contrast with the first instance, more details of the
following instances may be generally linked to the repeated event (schema) rather than to
specific instances. The exception is the final instance: In cases where participants know that
an instance is final (as in the present studies), this status as the concluding instance constitutes
a unique encoding context and generates attributes that provide at least partial protection from
interference. Along these lines, the recall patterns in our studies can be summed up by three
simple assumptions illustrated in Table 4: The novelty of the first instance, and the unique
encoding context and limited interference from similar neighbours promote correct source
attribution for the boundary instances. The combined result of these mechanisms is a strong
primacy and a weak recency effect.
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Table 4
Mechanisms determining source memory for instance of repeated events
Effect on Source Memory
Instance 2
Instance 3

Mechanisms and Results
Instance 1
Mechanism
Novelty
+
0
0
Unique Encoding Context
+
0
0
Interference
--Result
Combined
+
--Boundary Relative to Middle
+++
0
0
Note. + = positive effect on result. - = negative effect on result. 0 = no effect.

Instance 4
0
+
0
++

Limitations
Several limitations of Studies 2 – 5 have already been discussed elsewhere (see
Rubínová et al., 2020, 2021). A limitation specific to Study 1 relates to output regulation 4
(e.g., Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996). We only recognized responses that enabled differentiation
of details, and for three details in the product category, this often required the recall of the
brand (i.e., recall of the colour of the packaging but not the brand would not pass the specific
detail threshold, and would be counted as an omission). In applied settings, though, more
coarse-grained responses could be considered, and might result in higher accuracy and
consistency estimates. Therefore, our approach could have resulted in higher omission rates
than in interviewing settings, but we do not expect that the general pattern of accuracy and
consistency across instances would change because patterns of omissions showed only small
(if any) differences across instances. Importantly, patterns of contradictory attributions would
remain the same.
A further limitation applies to all studies: Some real-life repeated events do not have a
clear beginning (e.g., grooming or experiences that gradually escalate). In such cases, it is not

In Studies 2 – 5, coding fine-grained responses was our only option because coarse-grained responses would be
equivalent to describing the script of the stories or the schema of the word-lists and would therefore not be
informative enough to differentiate between instances.
4
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clear if we would observe a strong primacy effect. But even so, one instance could become a
landmark and would therefore be associated with an effect similar to primacy.
Practical Implications
In recall of instances of repeated events, we saw that confusion of details occurs not
only across instances, but also across retrieval attempts. In the middle instances in Study 1,
disregarding omissions and reminiscences, only 50% of details of the same instance were shared
in repeated recall, and the remaining 50% were transferred to or from other instances. Such low
consistency results from the way memory for repeated events is organized, that is, as a schema
that allows only limited discrimination between instances, producing errors in source
monitoring.
Further, consistency and accuracy decreased across repeated retrieval attempts.
Specifically, detail attributions often transitioned from initially accurate to subsequently
inaccurate (Table 1). Correspondingly, we recommend that interviewers elicit an initial account
of instances of repeated events and, wherever possible, limit repeated interviewing. Where
repeated questioning is necessary, however, interviewers can maximize the likelihood of
consistent and accurate recall by focusing on the first or the final instances. Our findings showed
primacy (and, more weakly, recency) effects to be stable over time; therefore, we should expect
superior memory particularly for the first instance even when statements are made after longer
intervals, which is quite likely in applied contexts.
Finally, our findings call for more realistic expectations regarding source memory in
applied contexts: Instead of dismissing inconsistent reports or regarding inconsistent
interviewees as lacking credibility, it should be acknowledged that imperfect memory is not a
sign of unreliability but rather a consequence of the hierarchical organization of memory for
instances of repeated events. Completely abandoning the requirement of particularization in
cases of repeated offences (see Woiwod & Connolly, 2017) might be premature, but it would
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certainly reflect the practical difficulty associated with repeated recall of repeated events.
Future research could further explore more realistic credibility assessments that do not rely on
exaggerated expectations regarding source memory for repeated events.
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Appendix A
Table A
Activities and details in four sets of stimuli used across visits
Activity
Game (Color): Roll three
Products (Brand/Type):
dice and tell a story
Evaluate packaging design
Original (Red)
Shower gels (Radox, Lynx,
Sanex)
Voyages (Green)
Sweet treats (Lindt Dark Chilli
Chocolate, Maryland
Cookies, Terry’s Chocolate
Orange,)
Actions (Blue)
Deodorants (Nivea, Old Spice,
Sure)
Fantasia (Purple)

View publication stats

Soft drinks (Coconut Water,
Ginger Beer, Monster
Energy)

Device (Tasks): Inspect and
evaluate device
Vertical mouse (draw a house,
car, and a tree in Paint)
White marker (draw an
exclamation mark, a tick
sign, and a dollar sign)
Laser pointer (circle around a
monkey, underline a horse,
and cross out a chicken)
Decorative scissors (cut out a
card, a heart, and a star)

